PIG® Fall Prevention and Protection
Training
TRN111 For Beginner; Intermediate, 53 Minutes,
Online (Login details emailed to you within 24
hours)
Educate your workforce on the causes of falls, how
to prevent them, and best practices for selecting
and using fall prevention and protection systems.
- New Pig knows safe, compliant workplaces like
nobody's business! Learn from the leader to
help protect your workers, your facility and the
environment
- Original content presented in easy-tounderstand ways — no regulation-ese!
- Written and designed to keep workers awake
and engaged for high retention and on-the-job
action
- Topics covered include fall prevention and
protection, difference between fall protection
and fall prevention, how to wear a body
harness, anchorage points, lanyards, vertical
and horizontal lifelines, fall space clearance,
and inspection and maintenance guidelines for
fall protection systems
- Runtime is broken into short modules lasting 1
to 3 minutes each; fast-paced training that’s
informative, educational and entertaining
- State-of-the-art 3D animation shows real-world
tactics that apply to everyday workplace
applications
- Automatically adapts to play on any computer,
projector, tablet or smartphone regardless of
your connection speed
- Quizzes keep end users engaged as they work
toward their certificate of completion (one
certificate per user license)
- Online training is offered with structured pricing
for organizations of all sizes
- Login details will be emailed to you within 24
hours of ordering
- Also available in Spanish (select a language
above when adding to your cart)
- Our No Guff Guarantee™ will refund every
single penny if you’re not completely satisfied
with any PIG Training course
Item#

Description

TRN111-ES

Spanish

Dimensions

Weight
0.1 lbs.

TRN111-ENG

English

0.1 lbs.

Metric Equivalent:
Item#

Description

Dimensions

Weight

TRN111-ES

Spanish

45 g

TRN111-ENG

English

45 g

Specifications
Format
Licensing

Online (Login details emailed to you within 24 hours)
90 days to start, 7 days to complete course after opening.
Individual license with named Certificate of Completion.

Modules

Modules are 1-3 min. each

Language

English; Spanish

Topic

Fall Prevention

Course Role

Introductory

Duration

53 Minutes

Industry

All operations performing work at height, including
commercial and residential construction

Trainee Level

Beginner; Intermediate

Sold as

1 each

Weight

0.1 lbs.

Metric Equivalent
Weight

Technical Information
USOnly
This product can ONLY be shipped to the United States.

Technical Documents
PIG Training Courses

45 g

